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January 24th 

Dear Hal: 

We•ve got problems out here in regards your arrangements with KGO-TV
; The cutbacks 

have taken their toll. 

Don Gold is no longer Producer of Jim Dunbar's Saturday Night Show 
- and he is the 

one who (tentatively he now says) proposed the subsidy/sponsorship.
 I spoke with 

him yesterday and he flat-out said that they (KGO-TD) would and cou
ld not pay your' 

freight out here, etc., but would be interested in scheduling on th
e AM Show IF you 

came out on your own. Integrity (or lack of it aside, the ITT bomb-
out is the core 

reason. 

We're back to other methods of subsidizing your travels, then. My people are
 on the 

verge of going with me -- if I don't push too hard; this is so touc
hy a subject that 

ambivalence is automatically inherent; events, however, are becomin
g so completely 

indicative of their jeopardy that they know standing still could wel
l be disOastrous. 

We now have the good Professor Thompson on public record admitting t
hat he has "worked 

on the shoulders" of previous researcher writers; while he privately
 feigns a know.. 

nothing attitude about having read your works in detail, he none-th
e-less inadvertently 

admitted knowing Harold Weisberg's original theorems, chapter and ve
rse. Verb was there 

when I led him to admittals. I will record the somdtrack from Dolan'
s show for future 

evidential proof. 

Whatever else Thompson is, he is a credible, thoughtful, methodical 
presenter of this 

subject for absorption by that vast as-yet-lay audience of curious s
heep; let me ration-

alize by saying that every convert he produces is a potential, eventual buyer of Harold 

Weisberg's works,(I firmly believe this, incidently.)(i also believ
e him a FINKO!) 

Thompson•s approach is really that of his Editor-publisher Advisors:
 Forget the idea 

of forpe-feeding the general public straight spice; offer them some 
vanilla, with a 

small chunk of cayenne in each bite. It's intellectually dishonest, 
but expedient as 

hell. It's another means to an (the) End, to hell with academi
c ethics. 

I just finished listening to Thompson on Dunbar's (now) morning radi
o show. Unlike the 

Dolan TV s radio appearances, he offered the following: That the Jo
hnson administration 

assuredly would not re-open the investigation; that he would have t
o be turned out of 

office before the truth could be known; that one of the opposition c
andidates should 

.make the re-opening a Wm campaign issue in '68, (Shades of Garri
son's Century Plaza 

speech!) As t said, he is the creature of his Advisors, who fully intend to make political 

hay out of this scandal. Nelson WHO???!!! (THINK about that one.) 

Let's stay in this vein for a second: Jess Unruh said (via wire serv
ice this Moo that he 

"would remain nom-committal unti11111111 Senator Kennedy declared H
IS intentions!!!"..... 
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I heard (from a reliable source) that Kennedyls'response to a reporte
r's radio inter- 

view (when he was here in San Francisco a while back) 	"I don't talk 
about that!" 

re This was in response to his opinion about Garrison's 	stigation, Perhaps 
some of 

the barriers (his advisors) have been removed in the interim; perhaps Unruh
 did;  deliver 

the copies of your letters to him a few months back, as I was assured he
 had done. 

Just spoke with Paul Hoch; he tells me that the Honorarium is set with t
he ASUC group 

for Noon on February 5th; it carries a $50 award, too. 

Back to my original premise: You'd better get the who's-paying-for-what 
straightened 

out with KGO-TV; if you go ahead and bill the trip to them under the cir
cumstances it 

will blow us out of the water in my current discussions about the Networ
k shot; x know 

the way these people operate; they're petty beyond all imagination. 

If I don't hear from you by Wednesday, I'll call Frederick that night; m
y best to Lilt  

will seek alternate subsidy also. 


